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them to understand correctly (from a class point of view)
literary work, and to develop interest in independent reading.
The syllabus begins with modern authors because they contain
material which touches the pupils' lives very closely. This is
followed by writers of the past—Pushkin, Turgenev, Nekrassov,
etc. " The teacher must approach these works from Lenin's
direction on the importance of the cultural heritage of humanity,
bringing out the progressive aspects as well as the class limita-
tions." Folk-lore is also included in the syllabus. Some theoretical
literary problems are taken, as, for example: " Literature is the
weapon-of class-conscious activity and class education of man ";
" The realisation of the value of the literary heritage, and the
reason for its study "; " The technique of writing." Folk-lore
includes riddles, proverbs, and sayings.
Class 6 takes theoretical and technical problems, Russian
authors—Pushkin, Lermontov, Gogol, etc.—and also Heine.
Class 7 has to complete the syllabus dealing with nineteenth-
and twentieth-century Russian literature, to study the problem
of the development of modern Soviet literature, the significance
of literature, modern and classical, in the struggle for the con-
struction of a Socialist society; Russian literature of industrial
capitalism and Imperialism; literature of the period of the Dicta-
torship of the Proletariat.
Class 8. The general work is as in Class 7, but the teacher must
add to it a picture of the historical-literary process as a whole in
order to bring out the artistically conscious and educative value
of literature. Russian literature deals with the process of feudal-
isation and " enlightened absolutism." In feudal literature is
included folk-lore. Western European literature includes Shake-
speare, Moli&re, Beaumarchais. In Class 8 begins the study of the
national literatures of the U.S.S.R., the history of literature, s&d
continues the study of theoretical and technical problems and
literary criticism.
Class 9 studies Russian literature of the modem indiistriafetr
capitalist period, indtiding critical works j petit Ix>tirgeais
of ike period of the breaking up of feudalism; petit

